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Asbestos: Asbestos is a set of silicate materials with thin fibrous crystals, and is common among
homes built prior to 1990. If disturbed, the friable asbestos material can be released into the air, and
may cause health problems. If substances found in the home by the inspector contain possible
asbestos, further testing may be recommended. The absence of such observation does not mean that
asbestos is not present in the home, and further testing should not be determined solely based on the
reported observation of the inspector, or lack thereof.

Soil: Home Fax™ Inspections cannot attempt to determine whether there may be contaminants in the
soil, underground tanks or wells, or geologic conditions that could affect the property due to inspection
being a limited visual observation.

Mold: There are various types of mold that are often found around and in homes, some of which have
been suspected of causing health problems. Any observations of visible mold will be noted by Home
Fax™ Inspections in this report, but mold may exist in areas or locations inaccessible to the inspector.
Home Fax™ Inspections is not qualified to conduct mold testing, and if such observations are noted,
further testing may be recommended to determine the extent of contamination.

Lead: This inspection does not include testing for the presence of lead in paint or soil. For further
information, contact the National Lead Info Center Hotline at 800-LEAD-FYI.

Insects: Home Fax™ Inspections does not perform pest inspections, and this inspection does not
constitute a termite certification. If a pest inspection is recommended on behalf of the inspector, it will
be noted in this report based on observations of termites, wood-boring insects, or any other pest or
insect.

Radon: Radon testing is not included with this inspection. An individual radon testing kit can be ordered
from Home Fax™ Inspections for an additional charge of $20, and will take approximately one to two
weeks to receive the results. The U.S. Surgeon General Recommends that every Home be tested for
Radon.

The home inspectors purpose and duty is to produce a written report and overall opinion regarding the
homes condition, function, and safety operations of the readily accessible systems and components,
representative number of components, and the methods used to formulate an opinion on the basis of a
limited visual observation, using standard operating tools, at the time of the inspection. A home
inspection is not a code inspection or appraisal.
In the Summary section listed below, you will find a graph used to recap the Overall Impact Breakdown
from the inspection observations. The purpose of this graph is to show the client how many condition
observations were categorized as Low Impact, Medium Impact, or High Impact. Definitions of each
impact rating have been noted below:

Low Impact: An item found to be performing as intended, safe to use, and has normal wear will be
highlighted as Low Impact in the color green. The rating does not designate the item or observation as
new or perfect, and no opinion of quality, cosmetic touch, or personal taste has been implied. This
designation is equal to satisfactory.

Medium Impact: An item found to be functioning as intended, but shows significant wear or age, and
may require further recommendation or may require attention within a short-term time frame will be
highlighted as Medium Impact in the color yellow. This category also describes items that are beyond
their service life expectancy, but are still functioning as intended. The rating does not designate the item
or observation is defective or not working, and no opinion of quality, cosmetic touch, or personal taste
has been implied. This designation is equal to acceptable.
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High Impact: An item found to be not working, defective, unsafe, or deteriorated to such a point that it
will likely require immediate attention from the homeowner will be highlighted as High Impact in the
color red. The rating is not implied by opinion of quality, cosmetic touch, or personal taste. This
designation is equal to defective or unsafe.

High Impact: In addition, items highlighted as High Impact in the color gray are used for items that
appear to be brand new, recently replaced, or in above average condition. For example, a new roof
replaced within the last year would be categorized as High Impact in gray due to the alleviated expense,
condition, and time frame before expected maintenance on part of the future homeowners.

Other: Some items will not have any of the impact designations noted above for one or more multiple
reasons, including the item was unable to be inspected, the system or component was shut off or not
working, the inspection item was too dangerous to risk the inspectors safety, or the area was blocked
and not accessible at the time of inspection. Items with one or more of these factors will be noted as
such in the report and not weighted on the impact graph.
Note: It is important to understand that a home inspection is not a code inspection, and cosmetic
repairs, touch ups, and observations are generally not included in Home Fax™ Inspection’s reports. In
some instances, life expectancy projections may be given, but these are not guarantees and are for
informational, planning purposes only. They are based on average lifespans for industry standard items,
and the inspectors observed condition, and still require responsible maintenance and assume normal
conditions. Lastly, it is important to note and understand that no home is in perfect condition,

all homes, brand new and aged, require ongoing maintenance and repair.
Home Fax™ Inspections adheres to the ASHI Standards of Practice but is not a member of
the ASHI organization. Please review The ASHI Standards of Practice and Code of Ethics as
a hard copy document provided prior to the inspection. A link is also directly available from
our website at http://www.homefaxinspect.com/about/.
Should you have any questions or concerns after reviewing this report, or through the
duration of your home purchase, please contact Home Fax™ Inspections at (248) 229-0945
or (248) 629-6222 and we will be more than willing to assist you.
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Summary
High Impact Total = 0
Low Impact Total = 37
Medium Impact Total = 6
High Impact Total = 6
Medium
13%

High
13%

Low
74%
High
Low
Medium
High

Recommendations
1. Structure: Foundation repair contractor to
 Reinforce corroded & deteriorated steel pier. Priority Repair.
 Assess two remaining piers & reinforce as necessary.
 Assess standing water & evidence of chronic moisture.
2. Downspouts & Drainage System:
 Defective downspouts & drainage systems have contributed to the following defects in
need of repair or correction by a
 Qualified gutter contractor:
o Front: Install downspout connecting the top tier to lower tier gutter system. See
Gutters & Downspouts. Priority repair.
o Back: Install downspout connecting the top tier to lower tier gutter system. See
Gutters & Downspouts. Priority repair.
o Add 5’ extensions at all downspouts.
o Repair deteriorated fascia board(s)
 Qualified roofing technician or carpenter:
o Repair rake wall
o Install flashing
3. Electrical: Licensed electrician to
 Install 4x GFCI outlets within 6’ of all water sources.
 Correct the presence of any aluminum branch circuit wiring. Priority repair.
 Install blunt-end screws at panel.
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The purpose of this report, and inspector responsibilities, is to provide an overall opinion, at the time of the inspection, based on a limited
visual observation using standard operating tools, regarding the condition, function, and safety operations of the inspected home’s readily
accessible systems and components, representative number of components, and to describe the methods used to formulate such opinions. The
home inspector is bonded, insured, and fully certified by the ICA (#3057) and has completed required education and testing under the State
of Michigan home inspector requirements. A home inspection is not a code inspection, nor does it constitute as an appraisal, and should be
used for informational purposes. The findings and opinions of this home inspection should not be considered confidential or all-inclusive in
its nature. The home inspector shall not be held liable for any errors, omissions, or discrepancies regarding any opinions, now or in the future,
and any further recommendations are the responsibility of the buyer and not Home Fax™ Inspections or its inspectors.

Exterior

(Foundation, Structure, Siding & Roofing)
Building Type & Age: 1,662 square foot, 4 bedroom 1 1/2 bathroom, two story single
family colonial style home on a crawl space foundation, built in 1972.
Location Map
The “Location Map” was custom made as no home sketch was available via public records; not to scale

Structure (outside) & Foundation (inside): Low Impact
The structural goal of any home is to safely transfer the combined weight of the occupant,
furnishings, and home itself to stable ground. Excluding the defects and deficiencies noted
below, and throughout the remainder of this report, the structure & foundation appeared to
be in overall acceptable to satisfactory condition. However, correction is necessary in order
to preserve the condition thereof through the duration of homeownership as follows:
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Foundation: Open, crawlspace with poured concrete foundation walls. Standing
water was present in one section of the crawl space, near the main cleanout.
Foundation repair contractor to assess foundation walls and water penetration
evidence for any repairs or corrections needed at the time of repair to the floor
structure; see below.

 Floor Structure: High Impact
Three steel piers support a single steel
beam, with dimensional lumber wood
board joists, covered in plywood,
finished with carpeting and ceramic tile.
At least one steel pier (middle) was
corroded and rusting, with the footing/base
significantly deteriorated from moisture and
direct contact with the earth. This needs to
be re-supported by a foundation repair
contractor and should be considered a
priority. Assess remaining two steel piers
and correct support simultaneously to
preserve the condition of the structure longterm. Approximate cost = $500-$1,500+.
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Wall Structure: The majority of the wall structure could not be observed. Stick built
frame with masonry construction covered with aluminum siding, plaster and portions
of drywall.
Ceiling Structure: Unknown; not able to be inspected or determined. Attic access
restricted. Recommend correction; see Attic: Ventilation & Insulation
Roof Structure: Gable style. Unknown; not able to be inspected or determined. Attic
access restricted.

Roof: Unable to be determined
Roofing material performance is affected
by exposure & orientation to sun,
weather, insulation, ventilation, roof
pitch, material quality, weight & color,
and quality of installation.
Method of Inspecting: Examined on
roof, from roof line level (at the eave
point) from ladder, and from additional
visual ground inspection. Due to the
style of home, inspector was not able to
walk the main roof.
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Material & Condition: Acceptable condition, 2-3 layers of asphalt shingles. Roof is
approximately 15-20 years old (max) and has approximately 5-10 years remaining on
industry standard lifespan. Deterioration to the roofing materials noted is primarily the result
of inadequate downspout drainage systems and defective flashing. One section of the roof
above the garage appeared to be effected by chronic moisture and decking may be exposed
to regular moisture intrusion and deteriorating quicker than the remaining materials.

Chimney: Low Impact
Chimney flues, flashing, vents, caps and components could not be inspected. The fireplace
chimney chase was enclosed within aluminum trim and the masonry was not exposed to
determine the condition. A proper rain/animal cap should be installed by a qualified
handyman, roofing technician, carpenter, or masonry technician. It is always recommended
that the client(s) have the fireplace chimney cleaned and inspected annually by a qualified
chimney sweeper. Tuck-point through the course of homeownership. The water heater and
furnace exhaust cap appeared to be impacted at some point in time. Recommend a qualified
professional assess at the time of any repairs or installations to the top tier gutter system.

Fireplace

Water Heater
& Furnace

Flashings: High Impact
Flashing works, through many fashions, to
divert water away from penetration points
that effect the overall long-term condition
of the roof, siding, chimney, exterior
condition, and more.
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Qualified roofing technician or carpenter to assess and repair the rake wall & install proper
flashing. Rainwater appears to be running off into these areas with missing or defective
flashing, having been significantly impacted by chronic moisture, causing the chronic
moisture noted upon the roofing materials. Rake wall condition may be lightly to
significantly deteriorated, but was unable to be fully assessed as attic access was restricted
and materials were unable to be inspected. Client should consider having a separate
roofing inspection performed by a qualified roofing technician, with access to the attic,
prior to closing to fully determine the extent of damage due to defective/missing flashing.

Trim: Medium Impact
Wood boards. Trim works to close holes and gaps
in the siding material and was loose or
deteriorated as isolated areas that tended to
correspond with the gutters and drainage system.
Water appears to become regularly trapped along
some portions of the trim, but securing the trim to
the siding, and sealing, along with correction to
the gutters and downspouts systems (as well as
the flashing) should alleviate any further
deterioration or penetration, including subsequent
effects to the presently installed windows. These
observations have been noted above and below.
Repairs should be completed by a qualified
carpenter or roofing contractor.

These are the
soffit vents,
spaced approx.
every 30 ft.

Eaves, Soffits & Fascia: Medium Impact
Continuous ridge vents always need continuous soffit vents. Wood materials with grated
metal soffit vents.
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Fascia boards exposed and able to be inspected were significantly deteriorated and in need
of replacement by a qualified carpenter or roofing contractor.

This deterioration to the fascia board is caused by gutters not
functioning as intended, for long periods of time, such as
seen to the right and within Gutters & Downspouts
Attics (Ventilation & Insulation): High Impact
Attic access restricted by an improperly, excessively screwed
(25+), plywood panel which should be replaced with a proper
hatch and ladder; roof and ceiling structure materials and
condition of numerous corresponding areas of defects unable
to be inspected. Temperatures unable to be tested. Ventilation
unable to be assessed. Insulation levels unknown. Given the
observations and conditions noted throughout corresponding
areas of this report, having access to the roof was extremely
important for the inspector. Highly recommend considering
further evaluation by a qualified roofing contractor before
closing.
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5x. square hood. The two square hood vents along the garage were not secured (missing
hardware) or incorrectly installed. The other three on the main roof may have similar
issues, considering the consistencies of these two presently installed vent systems.

There’s a chance this presently installed square hood roof vent (left) is leaking as water
enters under the flanges due to being improperly installed. Flashing should overlap the
roof shingles, opposite the present installation, as seen in the example on the right (not
inspected home).
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Gutters & Downspouts: High Impact
Overall, insufficient drainage has contributed to deterioration and defects associated with
the Trim, Siding, Fascia Boards, Windows, and Foundation due to missing downspout and
long-run between existing drainage systems.
Qualified gutter contractor:
 #1: Front: Install downspout connecting the top tier to lower tier gutter system.
 #2: Install downspout connecting the top tier to lower tier gutter system.
 Add 5’ extensions at all downspouts to properly divert away from home.
#1 - Front: Install downspout connecting the top tier to lower tier gutter system.
The run from downspout to downspout at the back of the home is preventing water from
properly discharging away from the middle of the roof. Water was near and over the brim
at some points, and was able to be unclogged by the inspector near the present downspout.
Remaining 1/3 of the gutter system (closest to the rake wall) did not discharge after
unclogging and cannot properly drain all water through the gutter system as intended.

This has had multiple residual effects, including: open seams and leaking at the gutter
system (left) and deterioration to the fascia boards where the gutter system attaches to.
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The top tier gutter system may be having similar issues, trapping moisture behind the trim,
and aluminum siding, creating damage from moisture intrusion to the windows and
interior walls, as evidenced by high moisture meter readings and open penetrations (which
appear to have been regularly sealed) along top plates and sills at the windows. These
should be monitored and sealed through the course of homeownership.

These readings were near the location of the single
downspout along the front of the home that appeared to be
knocked off center and may not be draining correctly.
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Water is then carried to other areas adversely impacting the homes condition. Other
deterioration and effects have been noted in Trim, Fascia, Roof, and Siding.

As the water works its way towards the ground naturally, the effect is seen on areas like
the porch landing steps and foundation walls.

A single downspout, or two with a coupling, from the top tier gutter system attached to the
lower tier system should be installed. Add a second downspout from the lower tier system,
with a 5’ extension directing water into the yard and away from the foundation, porch, and
siding. If pitch is correct, a single downspout with proper connection into the lower tier
system may sufficiently drain water away from the rake wall and through the downspout,
but will need to be monitored to ensure it is functioning properly.
Installation does not need to be exact as below, use best judgement.
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#2: Install downspout connecting the top tier to lower tier gutter system
Install same downspout setup as seen above at opposite location in back, directing water
into the lower tier gutter system and away from the home. Recommend all gutters be
corrected for proper pitch, installation, and attachment in order to function as intended for
sufficient drainage and discharge by a qualified gutter contractor, handyman, or carpenter.
This should include adding 5’ downspout extensions around each area of the home to redirect water downhill and away from the foundation. The downspout should extend to the
gutter system below, connect, and discharge through an additional downspout added near
the back sliding door. Extend approximately 15’ under the deck at the point of discharge,
directing water into the back lawn. Keep extension distance short enough not to interfere
with lawn equipment, but long enough to keep away from the deck structure.

The installed system, with missing extensions, has regularly discharged water into the
foundation and structure, creating the separations seen below that need to be tuck-pointed.
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Siding Material & Condition: Low Impact
Masonry construction (brick) with aluminum covering.
Tuck-point and repair any separations needed along the siding.

Windows: High Impact
Vinyl. Replacing all exterior windows with broken seals appears inevitable, which is all but
three. All windows must be water tight at the top, either with a separate drip cap or with a
built-in flange, depending on hidden building wrap and flashing tape. Flashing at the top of
the window trim was present, but appeared defective. No drip cap at the edge of the window
was present. Cracked sealant should be monitored and resealed through the course of
homeownership to alleviate moisture penetration inside the windows and siding. Interior
windows were open at the top sill, some improperly latching, and all appeared to be in below
average condition. Clean, seal, latch, monitor and reassess if not repairing immediately.
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Doors & Locks: Low Impact
Recommend replacing locks and bolts as the client is in possession of the home. Front door
is a French door; uncommon. Door did not operate properly as installed hardware was
improperly latching; recommend replacing hardware with manufacturer parts.

Faucets: Low Impact

Vegetation, Grading & Drainage
Grading & Drainage (General): Low Impact
The home is raised in elevation, which is protecting the condition, but appears to rest in an
area with a slightly above average water table given the topography, contributing to seepage
noted in the crawlspace and the damp landscaping in the backyard and deterioration along
the deck footings.
Environmental Snapshot
(Flood Hazards, Floodways & Underground Rivers)
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Grading & Drainage (Building): See Gutters & Downspouts
Other than noted above, grading and drainage appeared satisfactory and the landscaping
generally directed water away from the home at the time of the inspection.
Walkways & Sidewalks: Low Impact
Concrete. Should the walkways or
sidewalks need correction in the future,
recommend contacting the city for
replacement. Sidewalks are generally
owned and maintained by the city’s
applicable building department.
Driveway Type & Condition: Low Impact
Concrete. Normal cracking will occur
through the course of homeownership and
should be sealed and maintained as needed.
Vegetation: Low Impact
Overgrown vegetation can potentially cause moisture, deterioration and pest infestation
and should be maintained at least 12” away from the exterior.
Tree Clearance from Electrical Wires: N/A (Underground)

Electrical & Plumbing System
Electrical
The following items are in need of repair and considered High Impact, and have not been
additionally counted below.
Licensed electrician to:
1. Install 4x GFCI outlets within 6’ of all water
sources.
2. Correct the presence of any aluminum branch
circuit wiring. Priority repair.
3. Install blunt-end screws at panel.
4. Assess grounding & additional wiring
methods.
5. Cover any seal any exposed wiring.
Utility Connection Condition & Type:
Underground, 240 volt, 1 phase
Exterior Service Cable (exterior) & Service
Capacity (interior): Low Impact
NM UF 2 AWG 125 AMP - Cables and conductors should not be painted.
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Meter: Low Impact
Type 3R Enclosure. Monitor wood backer board on meter that has been impacted by
moisture from inadequate drainage as well. Seal, secure, and monitor fasteners as needed.

Panel: Location, Access, Condition & Type:
Main Disconnect; See Location Map
Blunt end screws needs to be installed at Circuit
Breaker Panel, not pierced end which can puncture
branch circuit wiring systems. Correct any
presence of aluminum branch circuit wiring; fire
hazard. Assess uncommon wiring methods and
installation techniques.
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Grounding Means: Low Impact
Review grounding methods for uninsulated aluminum electrode that would be in contact
with the earth directly prior to entering. All outlets showed sufficient grounding, but need
to be reassessed starting at the connection at the time of correction to the items noted above
by a licensed electrician.
Overcurrent Protection: Four GFCI outlets were not present and need to be installed
within 6’ of all water sources, including each bathroom and the kitchen, for safety purposes.

Branch Wire Type: Low Impact
Romex
Outlets, Lights, Visible Conductors & Connections: Missing cover plates and other open
electrical wiring was observed at the outlets and switches and around the home. These are
safety issues that are rather easy and inexpensive to correct.
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Plumbing
Water leaks may not appear during the inspection if the home is vacant due to lack of normal usage, but may appear after repeated,
normal usage. Any such circumstances are not the responsibility or liability of the inspector or inspection company.

Water Source: Public, Copper
Water Supply Piping Type: Low Impact
Copper (M)
Main Shut-Off Location: See Location Map
Corrosion should be monitored over time and is caused by galvanic action.

Discharge Type: Public sewer
Drain-Waste Vent Piping: Low Impact
Combination: ABS, Cast Iron, PVC
Main Clean-Out Location: See Location Map
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Gas Supply Piping: Low Impact
Combination: Black-iron and Galvanized
Gas Main Shut Off Location: See Location Map
Recommend contacting the utility department to install a jacket for protection to the gas
supply after determining responsibility (most likely utility company to correct). Keep
vegetation clear of meter and seal at point of entry to eliminate intrusion by pests or water.

Sump Pump: Low Impact

Heating & Cooling Systems

(Water Heater, Furnace, AC Unit)
All heating and cooling equipment should be serviced
annually by a qualified heating technician.
Water Heater Unit: Low Impact
Brand: Bradford White
Type: Gas
Capacity: 40 Gallons | 40,000 BTU
Age: 2014 (3 years)
Lifespan & Condition: The age of the water heater suggests
that it has approximately 7-9 years remaining on its
industry standard life expectancy of 10-12 years.
Install a proper copper TPR valve at the water heater,
extending approximately 2-3” from the base of the drippan. DO NOT cap at floor or remove PVC without
replacement. Inexpensive but important.
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Primary Heat Source Low Impact
Type: Carrier Forced Air Direct Vent Gas Furnace
Age: 2012 (5 years old)
Lifespan & Condition: The age of the furnace suggests that it has approximately 15 years
remaining on its industry standard life expectancy of approximately 20 years. Regular
furnace and filter maintenance will help preserve the long-term condition of the unit.
Connection at point of exhaust should be sealed and monitored for any changes as this could
inadvertently allow combustible gas (carbon monoxide) to enter the living space.
AC Unit: Low Impact
Style: Split System
Type: Electric
Capacity: 2 Tons
Age: 2012 (5 years old)
Lifespan: The age of the air conditioning
unit suggests that it has approximately 5-10
years remaining on its industry standard life
expectancy of approximately 10-15 years.

The dryer vent is installed next to the A/C unit and is clogging the condenser coil. Clean
and add a lint catcher for the dryer vent to preserve the condition of the A/C unit. Monitor
the suction line (black insulated section) through the course of homeownership.
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Basement/Crawl Spaces
Adding a dehumidifier in the crawl space is always recommended.
Crawl Space Access: Low Impact
Front closet. Access should be hinged, step ladder should be installed for proper entry.
Ventilation: To be assessed at time of correction to the structure. See Structure &
Foundation.

Floor Type, Structure & Condition: Low Impact
Subfloor, joists, girders and columns in satisfactory condition.
Wall Type & Condition: Moisture stains were noted on the wall and may likely be cause
from poor grading near the foundation and seepage through installed ventilation.
Water Penetration Evidence: To be assessed at time of correction to piers. Impacts
included within Structure and Downspouts & Drainage.
Smoke Alarm: Add in crawl space for fire safety
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Interior

(Kitchen, Living Areas &
Bathrooms)
KITCHEN
Walls, Floors & Ceilings: Low Impact
Minor cracking was observed in the walls/ceiling, which may be patched, but sometimes
will re-occur due to normal season changes in the wood framing. This is common due to
Michigan climates and should not be considered a structural concern.
Cabinets & Countertops: See Electrical
Linoleum & Oak.
Island: Low Impact
Permanently installed.
Sinks & Fixtures: Low Impact
Built in Appliances: Low Impact
Electrical Outlets: See Electrical
GFCI present within 6’ of all water sources, functioning and operating correctly.
Heat Source & Distribution (each room): Medium Impact
Air distribution was very light at the supply registers and may be caused by installation
methods observed in the crawl space.

LIVING AREAS
Walls, Floors & Ceilings: Low Impact
Minor cracking was observed in the walls/ceiling, which may be patched, but sometimes
will re-occur due to normal season changes in the wood
framing. This is common due to Michigan climates and
should not be considered a structural concern.
Interior Doors & Windows: Previously explained &
factored into exterior Windows
Sealant should be monitored and maintained
throughout the course of homeownership to prevent
any unnecessary repairs or damage to the window
framing and to protect the condition of the window
units. Some hardware was defective.
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Smoke Alarm(s) & Carbon Monoxide Detectors: Low Impact
Fireplace(s): Low Impact

Stairs, Steps & Handrails: Low Impact
Handrail is loose; secure hardware.
Heat Source & Distribution (each room):
Medium Impact

Air distribution was very light at the supply
registers and may be caused by installation
methods observed in the crawl space.
Electrical Outlets: Low Impact

Bathrooms
Walls, Floors, Ceilings: Low Impact
Showers & Toilets: Low Impact
Stand up shower; no tub. Maintain and replace sealant around tub and shower through the
course of homeownership.
Countertops & Fixtures: Medium Impact
Three wooden shims above the toilet bowl were supporting the countertop, beginning at
the joint below, which was separated from the wall. Recommend removing this section of
countertop at the joint or securing and supporting.
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Electrical Outlets: See Electrical
GFCI not present within 6’ of water sources.
Venting Systems: Exhausts fans were present in each bathroom, but it’s unknown whether
or not they are vented properly through the roof as the attic access was restricted. If not
installed properly, moisture due to humidity can cause mold growth and other problems over
time.
Water Flow & Pressure: Low Impact

Garage, Deck & Outbuildings
Garage: Low Impact
2 car, attached, automatic
operation.
Deck: Medium Impact
Deck footings were partially or
completely deteriorated, posts
and columns were chronically
exposed to moisture, and some
supports and boards were loose,
missing hardware, or broken.
Correction to the downspouts and
drainage system
should prevent
prolonged
damage to the
deck, but
recommend
evaluation and
correction by a
qualified
carpenter.
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Shed: Shed removal
should be highly
considered. The wooden
frame is extremely
deteriorated and not
installed or supported
properly. The frame has
shifted off the base, some
posts are not transferring
any load from the roof,
almost all supports are
deteriorating due to chronic
moisture, the plywood
siding is warped, the
middle floor supports
appear to have fallen off,
etc. The inspector would not recommend storing or entering the structure. Roof may
be salvageable.
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Porch: Low Impact
Recommend annual cleaning and sealing maintenance.
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This concludes our home inspection report. We thank you for choosing Home Fax™ Inspections, and
look forward to working with you in the future. If you need anything further regarding this report,
please contact your home inspection representative and we will gladly assist you.
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